
CELIAC DISEASE - LOW GLUTEN HOSTS  
 

Our liturgical documents state: “The bread for celebrating the Eucharist must be made only from 
wheat.”  For those with Celiac disease, this is a challenge.  Our low gluten hosts contain less than .01% 
gluten.  To ensure a safe distribution, we will only be offering low gluten hosts at weekend masses.   

Procedure for Parishioners: If you have gluten intolerance and would like to receive the low gluten 
host, go to the gift table as you enter church (behind the center pews, in front of the cry room.  Before 
mass, using the tongs, place a low gluten host in the mini ciborium that is clipped onto the bowl of 
hosts.  You MUST go to Father’s line at Communion and tell him you need a low-gluten host.  Father 
will then give you the low gluten host from the mini-ciborium that has been consecrated.  

 
 

 

  

 

 

Sacristan Responsibilities / Information: 
The Sacristan helping to set up Mass will be primarily responsible for overseeing this process.  
When no sacristan is present, the Deacons should assist as outlined below.  Ushers can serve as a 
backup to help ensure the low gluten hosts are returned to the credence table prior to Mass. 

● When to Use - Low Gluten hosts will only be used at weekend masses (Saturday 
4:30PM, Sunday 8:30AM & 10:30AM) 

● Location - Low Gluten hosts are in the small freezer in the Sacristy.  If you run out, more 
are in the freezer of the staff kitchen in the parish office.  When running low please let 
Stephanie Casey know to order more. All other items needed (mini ciborium, silver tray 
with bowl & tongs, frame with instructions) are in the closet in the sacristy where the 
hosts are kept.     

● Gift Table - Before weekend masses place the following items on the gift table: 
1. The small gold low gluten Mini Ciborium  
2. Silver tray with bowl of Low Gluten Hosts & tongs.  Fill silver bowl with 10 low 

gluten hosts prior to bringing it out of the sacristy 
3. Low Gluten Procedure picture frame 

● Return the low gluten host to the credence table prior to Mass - This can be done by 
either the sacristan, Deacons if they process in, or ushers bringing the low gluten host to the 
credence table before Mass begins (or remove it if there aren't any in it).   

● After Mass – pick up the silver tray, bowl, tongs & instructions from the gift table and store 
in the Sacristy.  Any unused low gluten hosts should be returned to the box in the freezer.  

● Tracking – Please take a moment after mass to track how many low gluten hosts were used 
at each mass on the tracking sheet provided 
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Low Gluten Host Tracking Sheet 
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